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We give a proof, which is valid in both
real and complex Hilbert spaces, of the follo-
wing result: If A is self-adjoint, B is symmetric
D(B)) D(A), IIBxl1 < a Ilxll + IIAxl1 for xf D(A),
then A+bB is self-adjoint for O<b< t .
Introduction. In a complex Hilbert Space, it is known that the operator A+8 is
self ..adjoint, if A is self-adjoint and 8 symmetric with D(8)) D(A) and
JI8xli ~ a Ilxll + b IIAxl1 for all x e D(A), where 0 < b < 1. We give a proof which
is valid in both real and complex Hilbert Spaces. The proof of the result in a complex
Hilbert Space is given in [1]. Notice that A and 8 are not necessarily bounded,
A=A· and 8 C B·,
LEMMA 1. Let A be a closed operator in a Hilbert Space Hand 8 an opera-
tor with D(B)) D(A) and IIBxl1 ~ a.11 xli + JJAxll.Let band k be real numbers
such that 0< b < 1 and k> 2ab • Then [or \J Z e D(A) ::JZ,'f D(A) 3 (Az,Ax) +
1 - b
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k2(z. x ) = ((A + bB) z', Ax) + k2(z',x) for all x f D(A).
Proof: Let H] = D(A) with the inner product
H] is a Hilbert Space. Consider the linear functional f] on H] given by
By the representation theorem ~z] e H] such that (z], x)] = flex) = . b(Bz, Ax) and
Ilz]ll] = Ilf]11 < ]+b IlzII]. Define the sequence I zn1c H] inductively by
2
(z].x)z =. b(Bz,Ax) ,
(zn+] , x)] =. b(Bzn' Ax).
Then we have
n 2
(z ,X)]=L [((A+bB)zs,Ax)+k (zs,x)]+(z ],x)]
o s= 0 n+
The inequality
00
shows that L Azs and L Zs are absolutely convergent. Let L Zs = Z·. Theo
convergence of L11Azs11 implies the convergence of LII(A+bB) zsll. Since
A+bB is closed, L(A+bB)zs ... (A+bB)z·.
LEMMA 2. Let S be closed and injective, D(T)) D(S) and IITxll::; b II Sxll
for all x c D(S) with 0 < b « t, Then R(S + T) = H if R(S) = H.
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Proof, Let Zo e H, SXo = zo' Define the sequence !xnl by SXn+1 = - TXn '
_ m m k.. m
n-0,1,2, .... Then ~ lISxkll::;llzoll~ b impl ie s th at L11Sxk11 conver-
k-o k-o 0
ges. Hence L SXk converges. Since R(S) = H ,5"1 is bounded and LXk conver-
ges to say x, L II(S + T) xk II is bounded. Since S+ T is closed se have
L(S + T)xk -> (S+T)x. Thus (S+T) x = "«:
LEMMA 3. Let A be sell-adjoint and Bx S a ll-ll + IIAx II. Then
R[k2+A2+bBA]=H lor k> ~,O<b<.l...
1 - 2b 2
Proof, For 10< b <"2 ' we have
b IIBAx[1 :s (2 + 2~)b II A2x + k2 x ]1
'S,.13IIA2x+k2xll forsome (3, 0<,13<1.
Since R[k2 + A2] = H, we have, using Lemma 2, R [k2 + A2 + bBA 1 = H .
THEOREM. Let A b e s elf-adjoint, B symmetric, O(B)JO(A),IIBxll:sallxll+
+IIAxll lor x(O(A), Then A+bB isseI/-adjoint/or O<b<~,
Pro 0/. Since A+ bB is closed and symmetric, it suffices to prove that
O(A + bB)* C O(A + bB) •
Let y (O(A+bB)*, Then we have
1(( A+bB)* y. Ax) + k2 (y,x) I
s (1IJA+.bB/ y 11+lly II) IlxllJ'
* 2Thus the linear functional g on H1 given by g(x) = ( (A + bB) y, Ax) + k (y,x)
is bounded. Thus :3 z (O(A) such that
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g(x) = ( (A + bB) z" r Ax) + k2 iz", x} for all x e D(A) .
Thus we have, since A+bB is symmetric,
(y-z', ((A + bB)A + k2) x ) = 0 for all x (D(A2).
Since R [k2 + (A + bB)A ] = H, we have y = Z·. Hence D(A + bB)* = D(A + bB ).
COROLLARY. The Theorem is true for all b with 0 < b < 1 .
Proof. Let Ao = A, A 1 = A + ~ Bn+ n 2n+1 n = 0, 1, 2, ... m, where
Then ex
2
for some an' Indu ct on n.
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